
Lucky Day Card

Lucky Day Card

Created by:  Jean Fitch – Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator
Blog Post: http://jlfstudio.wordpress.com/2014/03/17/happy-st-patricks-day

Color Scheme: Gumball Green, Daffodil Delight, Real Red, White

Supplies:

Stamps: Occasions Alphabet, Petite Petals, Teeny Tiny Wishes & Trust God (inside).  Assortment 
of retired St. Patrick’s Day stamps.

Ink: Gumball Green, Real Red (optional Black Journaling pen/marker for making a sun face.)

Paper: Gumball Green (1”x 4-1/4”), Real Red, Daffodil Delight, Naturals White, Basic Black 
Cardstock & Champagne Glimmer Paper.
Little hearts: Real Red, Daffodil Delight, Pear Pizzazz, Gumball Green, Island Indigo, Pumpkin Pie

Punches: 1-3/8” Circle, Petite Petals, 1-1/4” Scallop Circle, Decorative Label, Owl Builder, Word 
Window, Banner (from SAB), Bird Builder, Scallop Oval, Small Oval, Large Oval, Itty Bitty Punch 
Pack.

Other: Envelope Punch Board, Big Shot, Square Lattice embossing folder, Daffodil Delight ¼” 
stitched grosgrain ribbon, two way glue pen, tweezers, adhesives.
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Directions:

The order of colors in a rainbow is easiest to remember by the following mnemonic: ROY G. BIV. 
R=red, O=orange, Y=yellow, G=green, B=blue, I = indigo, and V=violet. Red is at the top edge 
of the rainbow and violet is at the bottom edge, with the other colors in between.

1) Score your Naturals White Card base at 5-1/2”.  Fold and crease

2) Tie your Daffodil Ribbon ¼” stitched grosgrain ribbon around the top of the card.

3) Create your two grass strips with the two 1”x 4-1/4” Gumball Green strips + the Envelope 
Punch Board.  Strip 1: Place the strip first with the edge of the paper lined up with the tip of the 
score guide.  Punch.  

Slide strip over to the 1-1/2” mark, punch.  Slide strip to the 2-1/2” mark, punch.  Continue 
sliding down 1 more inch and punching till you reach the end of the strip.   
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Strip 2: Create the same as Strip 1 then flip over and center each “mountain” then punch, 
continue sliding and aligning and punching till you have a full rick rack looking strip.   

Place both completed strips in the Square Lattice embossing folder the longways and run through 
the Big Shot.  Over lap both strips so you have a series of peaks and valleys between the two 
strips, adhere strips together and then adhere “grass” piece to card base.  Trim edges if 
necessary.
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4) Create Sun: Punch out 8 small banners out of Daffodil Delight scraps, with the new SAB 
Banner Punch.  Punch two 1-3/8” circles also in DD.   On one circle place/adhere a grouping of 
four banners so they form an empty square in the middle, then adhere the next four in the same 
kind of grouping at an angle to the original square grouping. Place this completed sun into the 
Square Lattice embossing folder and run through the Big Shot.  Adhere the single remaining 
(unembossed) circle to the center of the embossed sun and adhere to card base.

                  

5) On Real Red scrap stamp the Petite Petal image and punch with matching punch. Repeat for 
the number of flowers you want on your card. Punch daffodil delight itty bitty scallop circles for 
each flower center.  Scrunch the scallop circle and adhere to flower center.  Shape petals.  Insert 
and adhere a bird punched leaf piece into the grass sections for each flower you want on the card.
Adhere flower to leaf piece.

6) Create Pot of Gold: Using Basic Black paper, punch 1 decorative label shape.  Cut in half and 
share with a neighbor.  Using the small oval punch snip the point off the end of the decorative 
label so that you create a two leg base for the pot (see sample).  Using a post-it strip makes it 
easier to control the small piece.  Punch a BB Word Window piece.  Adhere the Word Window 
piece to the top of the “pot”.  Punch a Champagne glimmer 1-1/4” scallop circle. Cut in half and 
share.  Adhere to backside of “pot”.  Punch an itty bitty petal shape and adhere to front of “pot”.  
See completed card.  Adhere pot to the grass.
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7) Select your rainbow of heart pieces from the box on table and using the two way glue pen or 
your own adhesives adhere to the card in a rainbow between pot and sun (or between sun and 
flowers if you are skipping the pot).  Use an average of 18 small hearts and intersperse the 
glimmer paper hearts.

8) Punch a Scallop Oval piece from one of the darker scraps on the table (Basic Black, Gumball 
Green, Real Red, etc).   Stamp a text from the Occasions Alphabet on the Naturals White or 
Whisper White scraps and punch with large oval.  Adhere large oval piece to the scalloped oval 
and adhere to card.

9) Decorate the inside with punch pieces and stamps available.  Decorate the envelope if desired.

Optional:  If you would prefer not to have a St. Patrick’s Day or Lucky Day type card you
can pass on the pot of gold and fill in the grass with more flowers.  Also select a different
sentiment from the Occasions Alphabet set.  Rainbow of hearts is also optional though 
still looks fun with the sun and flowers.

Irish Blessings on YouTube - http://youtu.be/G7O9OqBd2us &
http://youtu.be/ESdtN6IxvKU & http://youtu.be/SupWnqC8kMU (Paul Stookey)
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